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********************************************************

N several key respects, I remain to be convinced by the

event that is now, seemingly, entrenched in the British

racing calendar as ‘British Champions Day’ at Ascot. In

its favour, the prize-money associated with the raceday is

considerable; few, if any, people with the good of British

racing at heart would wish to jeopardise that.

My main problem with the day is that it can never match up

to what its name seems to claim. “Qipco British Champions

Day is the breathtaking finale to the British Flat racing

season,” trumpets the website

(www.britishchampionsseries.com). “Ascot racecourse is set

alight on the nation’s richest ever raceday, as champions are

crowned kings and queens of the turf.” Sounds fabulous,

doesn’t it? Except, in reality, that’s not what racegoers

actually experience.

The fact that the meeting is run in the second half of

October means that the ground conditions are not conducive

to gathering all the potential champions together. And even if

they were, the existing, longstanding gems in the racing

calendar provide a variety of opportunities, on different

courses with different characteristics, on better ground and on

a variety of dates which might sit better with connections’

plans for their horses, for the equine cream to rise to the top.

With respect to those who have championed, no pun

intended, the meeting from the outset, it was always clear that

you can’t just parachute a new meeting into the calendar and

expect everyone to fall into line, ignoring the Pattern and the

rest of the calendar. It would be arrogant to think otherwise.

So let’s not insult the intelligence of racing folk any further.

The meeting is established now and the prize-money should

ensure a high-quality turn-out of horses, regardless of how the

meeting is styled. It’s time to re-brand the meeting in a way

that actually makes sense. How about the ‘Ascot Autumn

Festival of Racing?’ Or, at risk of stealing the thunder from

Chester’s May Meeting or Newmarket’s July Festival, simply

‘The October Meeting’? Thoughts, anyone?

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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DON’T get to see as much of ITV Racing’s output as I

would like. As a result, I have largely steered clear of

commenting on its output since they replaced Channel 4

as the sport’s only terrestrial broadcaster. I do like some of the

presenting team, though others have yet to grow on me.

I was a little surprised, however, to see that their Champions

Day team included Sir Anthony McCoy. AP was, without

question, a wonderful jockey in the National Hunt sphere, but

it seemed to me a little strange to seek the input of a ‘jumps’

man on what was a major ‘Flat’ occasion. Surely it would

have been better to have sought out a major Flat figure if it

was deemed necessary to augment the usual raceday team?

I

N search of some missing paperwork the other day,

I came across my racecard from Doncaster’s St

Leger Day this year. It gave me a smile as I recalled

laughing out loud at Town Moor when I saw that the

Champagne Stakes, that important Group 2 race with the

exotic name and a record of throwing up Classic horses,

was this year sponsored by Howcroft Industrial Supplies,

a Rotherham-based group of companies who are

‘Yorkshire’s leading bearing, belt drive, chain drive and

associated product specialists’. Good on Howcroft for

sponsoring the race! It also reminded me of the origin of

races with this type of name.

In the early days of some of our racecourses, when

often meetings and races were framed by committees

typically composed of local Masters of the Hunt, a

condition would be framed in races that the winning

owner would supply cases of Champagne to the race

committee by way of celebration. Now there’s a tradition

we could reintroduce! And to attract more money into

racing, perhaps we should nominate the sponsors as the

recipients of the fizz. With Seahenge running out the

winner of this year’s race, I wonder if ‘the Lads’ could be

persuaded to send a case of Coolmore’s finest over to

Rotherham? 
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HE BHA’s stated intention to look into some of the

practices prevalent in the world of the bloodstock

sales is an interesting development. For anyone who

is interested in bloodstock deals but hasn’t yet read it, can I

recommend Ann Hagedorn Auerbach’s ‘Wild Ride – The

Rise and Tragic Fall of Calumet Farm’. It’s a book which

makes some of the deals done by Calumet’s officials sound

like the plotline of Mel Brooks’ classic film, The Producers.

Come to think of it, what a name for a bloodstock firm –

Bialystock and Bloom Bloodstock!
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